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Abstract

In this paper we present a workplace study of an event production company characterized by a high

degree of mobility. Mobility in collaboration exists in many different forms. We discovered that

people do additional work when they are physically collocated in order to facilitate interaction in

mobile and distributed settings. This includes extra work to prepare for mobility of their colleagues,

and also to maintain common ground during interaction while distributed. People draw on knowledge

from relationships and conventions that are established when they are physically collocated to help

make sense of their distributed interaction. We also discuss how availability is tailored to the situation

at hand when people are mobile. We discuss the implications that these findings have for the design

of mobile technologies.
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1. Introduction

Various types of portable communication technologies (e.g. cell phones, portable computers and

PDAs on wireless networks, and pagers) providing different services ranging from simple audio links

to dispatch and workflow systems are used in a multitude of commercial and private settings. The

steady flow of new and improved versions of hardware and services, commercial and consumer

demands, and burgeoning academic and industrial research suggest that the development of mobile

technologies will continue for some time. From studies of workplaces and technology use, we can

foresee that mobility will profoundly affect organizational configurations and personal interactions.

However, we still understand relatively little about how mobility affects interaction and work.

In this paper we expand on the findings of workplace studies of mobility by reporting on a field study

where we find various forms of mobility to exist. We focus our analysis of mobility on three areas: 1)

The various ways in which mobility influences the work setting, 2) The features of a setting where

colleagues occasionally share a physical environment and at other times interact while one or more

are on the road or out of the office, and 3) The differences between interaction in a shared physical

environment and interaction between distributed and mobile parties.

Studying mobility in the workplace can be used to point to a range of phenomena and issues of

importance to designers of cooperative information technology (Luff and Heath, 1998). By describing

how physical collocation influences mobility, it is our goal to increase the understanding of how

portable technologies can better support mobile collaboration.

This paper is organized as follows. We begin with an overview of existing studies of mobile

workplaces and shared, physical environments. In section 2, we describe the method and the

workplace. In section 3, we describe different aspects of mobility that we observed. Next, as a basis
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for discussing the interaction when people are away from the office, in section 4, the interaction

within the office environment is examined. In section 5, we discuss interaction when people are out

of the office. We then discuss in section 6 how people arrange their work when collocated to prepare

for, and deal with, mobility of colleagues. Finally, in section 7, we discuss our results, including

recommendations for improved technology to support mobile behavior.

1.1. Theory and background

Studies of person mobility have often focused on the differences in interaction when people move in

and out of the office. The main issues that have been studied include people’s lack of availability, the

increased effort to coordinate activities and share information and knowledge, and problems in

bringing and accessing work tools and information as people move around.

One understudied aspect of person mobility has been how experiences from shared working

environments can be utilized to help people interact while in different contexts, settings, and even

fields of work. There has been some work examining the role of collocated interaction among mobile

workers, for example in helping establish social networks (Orr, 1996). Periods of collocated, informal

conversation have been found to be central to establishing efficient communities of practice among

normally mobile and isolated colleagues in some settings (Orr, 1996; Wiberg, 2001). Yet how people

draw upon their shared knowledge developed from physical collocation to aid their mobile interaction

still remains an open question.

Interaction in shared, physical environments is a central area of CSCW, both in studies of offices or

control rooms and as comparisons to various types of technology-mediated interaction. Numerous

workplace studies have revealed how physical collocation benefits collaborative activity in a number

of ways. When people are physically collocated, they effectively communicate through adjusting their
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behaviors, monitoring the environment, posting messages, making utterances, etc., so as to inform,

and be informed by others (Engestrom and Middleton, 1996).  Non-verbal behavior (with various

degrees of subtlety) plays a central role in everyday interaction (e.g. Goffman, 1971; Heath and Luff,

1993; Kendon, 1990). When people are working collocated, they have the opportunity to signal and

understand each other through non-verbal interactions. As a result of the multitude of information that

is shared among people, physically collocated working environments enable people to better

understand each other and to tailor their own activity accordingly (e.g. Gaver, 1992; Heath and Luff,

1992, 1993). Many office environments can be seen as containing ongoing interaction where changes

in degrees of engagement and activity are often seamlessly accomplished and where a mutual

awareness among colleagues enables activities to be efficiently coordinated (e.g. Schmidt and

Simone, 1996; and Suchman, 1993).

In physically collocated settings, people can have opportunistic encounters (Isaacs et al., 1997;

Whittaker et al., 1994) and such settings promote social relationships and collaborations (Kraut et al.,

1990a; Kraut et al., 1990b). Common ground is easier to establish when people are conversing face-

to-face (Clark, 1996).

Shared environments also provide occasions for informal interaction not related to particular tasks.

These interactions have seen to be central to building competencies in some organizations. In

particular, the creation and evolution of conventions and mutual understandings among colleagues

emerge through long term interaction, even implicitly. It has been shown how training and knowledge

sharing within communities of practice occur intermeshed with people’s work activities (e.g. Mark;

Orr, 1996; Wenger, 1998).
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Working in a collocated setting enables the use of artifacts to be visible to all in the room, which in

turn leads people to adjust their behaviors to coordinate their use (Robertson, 1997). The study of

paper documents and other tangible artifacts in physically collocated settings have revealed the

multitude and heterogeneity of their uses [e.g. Hertzum, 1999; Malone, 1983]. Observing how others

handle shared artifacts can lead to a shared understanding of their use and the interaction surrounding

them (Bly, 1988; Schmidt and Wagner, 2002). More generally, shared artifacts with established use

practices have been seen to be central resources in many cooperative systems (e.g. Schmidt and

Simone, 1996).

In contrast to physical collocation, mobility imposes constraints and also enables some kinds of

interactions. Mobility may constrain accessibility by others from one location but can also lead to

spontaneous and opportunistic encounters in another location. People are less aware of the activity of

people that they collaborate with in distant locations compared to those in their local sites (Bellotti

and Bly, 1996). More broadly, mobility influences not just the way in which interaction can take

place, but when and with whom. In particular, it has been noted that mobility is a way in which to

control and initiate interaction (Belloti and Bly 1996; Bergqvist et al., 1999).

2. American Picnic: A work place study

In this section we describe the methods and the setting of the work place study.

2.1 Method

A company, which we call American Picnic (a pseudonym), was studied over a six-month period.

The methodology used was a qualitative analysis of data obtained primarily through participant

observation (about 250 hours) and informal conversations, and also through video recordings of

people’s work.
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Microcamera recordings. Video recordings were made using traditional fixed cameras (this was done

at several meetings with about ten participants) as well as micro cameras worn by employees. Our use

of the microcamera is part of a larger investigation of the viability of this as a research tool for

recording work activities when people are mobile. When people are mobile, it is not always feasible

to shadow people. Therefore, we examined the information we could gain from the microcamera

recordings to supplement our participant observation. The microcamera we used is a small pen-

shaped camera about four inches long mounted on the side of glasses that the subject wears. The

microcamera has a cable connected to a battery pack that the subject wears strapped around the waist.

The microcamera records what is directly in front of the wearer’s head (following the glasses, not the

eyes) and captures most of what the wearer is looking at. It does not, however, capture activities that

the wearer is not paying visual attention to through peripheral vision or glances out of the corner of

the eye. Ten employees wore the microcamera on one or more occasions for about one hour each

time. These people were all mobile and working on various tasks ranging from hard physical labor to

more relaxed activities. Afterwards, the wearers were interviewed about their experiences with the

camera. During the interviews, the wearers were shown parts of the videotape and asked to describe

and reflect on their work while viewing it. All interviewees reported that watching the videotapes

enabled them to remember more details about their work than before watching the tapes. Figure 1

shows a still shot from the video obtained from one subject wearing the microcamera. Interviews

lasted from one to two hours and were transcribed and coded using grounded theory (Strauss and

Corbin, 1998) to reveal issues associated with mobility.
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Figure 1: A still shot from the recordings done with the wearable camera. The wearer is looking at a

document. The recordings are detailed enough that document headings can be read.

2.2 The product

American Picnic produces large events, mainly company picnics, with guest counts between one

hundred and several thousand. Customers can be corporations, small businesses, or individuals. In

addition to company picnics, American Picnic also arranges events for weddings, carnivals, benefit

shows and similar events. American Picnic designs these events and provides location, entertainment,

amusement rides, decor, food and so on. Often the events are ordered several months in advance, but

the major part of the work, i.e. the actual planning of what should take place, is done within the same

month that the event occurs. For the planning, a sales person works with the client to choose the

specific event design.

2.3 The work

American Picnic has a core group of about 15 employees who work from a central location consisting

of an office building, a building that houses a warehouse/workshop, and a separate garage for the

storage of larger amusement rides. A set of eight sales people sell events, which involves designing
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them together with customers, showing customers the available locations, and making the necessary

preparations. Warehouse personnel build, buy, and maintain the equipment and bring it back and

forth between the warehouse and event locations. During the events, that mainly take place on

weekends, several hundred, mostly young, people work at the events (decorating, running rides,

cleaning, etc.). At most events there is a coordinator who is in charge of the operation and who

interacts with the client. The coordinator will walk around the park during the event putting the staff

to work and solving the problems that continuously occur. American Picnic employs about 15

coordinators. The event locations are either one of several private parks owned by American Picnic or

special locations usually owned by the client, which means that the work environment of the staff and

coordinator is often, but not always, known in advance.

2.4 Mobility

The sales persons, the people working in the warehouse, and the coordinator are all mobile, either by

being often out of the office, where they do most of their work, or in the sense that they are

continuously moving between or within locations. When on the road or in the parks, where the events

take place, employees often interact with each other. Radios, walkie-talkies, phones and cell phones

are all employed to allow people to communicate with colleagues on the move or at distant locations,

e.g. the home office or other parks. In addition to these means of (mainly synchronous)

communication, a range of other arrangements and tools are used to allow efficient coordination.

3. Facets of mobility in collaboration

Luff and Heath (1998) distinguish between micro mobility, local mobility, and remote mobility. In

our study, we find that these distinctions fail to characterize the different types of mobility that exist

among workers at American Picnic. Their forms of mobility when they collaborate are, in fact, far
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more diverse and complex. Examples of mobility in collaboration that we have observed range from

when sales persons travel away from the office to show a park to customers, to when sales persons

walk from the office to the neighboring warehouse to discuss equipment, to when coordinators walk

around a large event site the entire day to monitor and manage the event.

Our goal is not to provide a comprehensive classification of mobility, but rather to illustrate how

mobility can take on different forms and involve very different kinds of interaction. We provide first a

brief overview of how mobility can differ and point out important dimensions. For each example, we

provide a term, a concrete example and list important features.

• Mobility within a shared environment: We refer to this observed form of mobility as people

moving within a space, e.g. a large room, where everyone in the room is mostly in sight of

everyone else. For example, when the sales people move around within the office, it is possible to

see most of the room from any given location, and most colleagues are within talking and

monitoring range, and are usually easily accessible.

• Connected to a home base:  We observed that often people who are away from a home base are

in communication with, and dependent upon people located at the home base. For example, when

the warehouse workers go to parks, they are moving between locations, some well-known and

some unfamiliar to them. Parts of the work domain (e.g. the supplies at the warehouse, the

schedule of drivers, the status of people who are on the road to purchase new supplies) have to be

accessed by colleagues who are reached by phone or pager. There exists a person at the office who

serves as a central node in the communication network of mobile individuals. The distributed

colleagues (warehouse personnel) meet at different times during the day and are kept up-to-date
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(with a general overview and with details) on what each person is doing. A set of information

sources at the warehouse allow people to see what their distant colleagues are working on.

• Perambulation: Here we observed that people move within an area that is so large that they

cannot monitor and interact with all parts of the relevant domain at any given time. An example is

when coordinators move within the event sites, which are often large parks. In this case, the need

for interaction between the coordinator and colleagues is typically not time-critical and

interdependencies in work are usually limited. People move around to make themselves available

to help and to check that everyone is doing what they are supposed to.

• Short distance mobility: We observed that people often walk a short distance to a nearby setting,

e.g. another building. An example is when people move between the office and warehouse to talk

briefly to colleagues. In nearby settings, there is a preference for talking to others instead of

calling or leaving notes or messages for people.

• Independent mobility: In this case we observed that when people are away from the office and

colleagues, they are mainly self-sufficient in their information needs; they do not require

interaction with colleagues, nor are they needed for it. An example is when sales people are on the

road between locations or are at locations away from the office. The sales people bring relevant

information and work tools with them. Interaction takes place before or after people leave the

office.

These examples are all activities that occur almost every day and, as will be discussed, they differ

with respect to aspects such as degree of communication with distant colleagues, availability for

interaction with colleagues, access to work resources, interdependencies in work activities, and
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movement in and out of familiar work-environments. Some types of interaction involve the

separation of people who have a common understanding of work practices, and work environment.

Mobility within a shared environment, people connected to a home base, and perambulation are of

this type.

4. Interaction within a shared environment

We begin by focusing on the role that mobility plays in the office environment. There are three

reasons why this is useful. First, mobility plays a role for work within the office: people move around

the office and move artifacts around with them as part of getting work accomplished. Second, we can

contrast the interaction practices in this setting with interaction when the same people are distributed.

Finally, these interaction practices are, in fact, inextricably tied up with the work when people are out

of the office.

We found that the practices and tools in the office support mobility in various ways. The work in the

shared physical environment is tailored for, and meshes with, periods when people are mobile. It is

this "blending" of settings and behaviors that we are most interested in.

4.1 Interaction in a shared, physical environment

In the main office of American Picnic, six sales people have their desks in an open environment, i.e.

with no walls or cubicles separating them. They are within easy visual and hearing range of each

other at practically all locations in the physical space. The office layout has been deliberately planned

by the owner of the company to allow this.
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Figure 2: The office layout allows the sales people to overhear and see the activities of most of their

co-workers.

Though physically collocated work has been studied in settings such as offices and control rooms as

described earlier, we present a few examples to illustrate how in this current environment co-workers

tailor their activities to fit the cooperative nature of the work. People provide and monitor even subtle

signals to maintain an awareness of the state of the work system. The following examples of observed

interaction illustrate these aspects.

Example 1. Ann1 sat at her desk facing the wall. Betty was away from her desk and Ann turned

directly to where Betty was (without looking at Betty’s desk first) and asked Betty if she had a

document. Betty said "No." [i.e. she did not have the document]. Then, still looking at Betty, Ann

asked, "Cathy ?". Cathy, who is located behind a room-divider, replied, "No."

Example 2. Albert sat at his desk talking on the phone with another employee, Dora, who was out of

the office. Cathy overheard Albert speaking and said that she wanted to talk to Dora as well. Without

acknowledging this, Albert continued the conversation with Dora. After a few minutes, he asked out

                                                          
1 All names are pseudonyms.
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loud “Ok, who needs Dora?”. Cathy replied that she needed her and Albert re-directed the call to

Cathy.

Example 3. Elizabeth was working at her desk and suddenly said out loud “I don’t understand this”

and went on to describe the problem. Cathy, who was working at her desk, briefly explained what to

do, and then continued her own work. Ann, sitting at her desk, then said “OK, here’s the next

question. Who orders stuff now?”. Cathy said “Fiona ... or Gail.” Dora confirmed this.

These examples illustrate how people can respond to what others have said while they themselves are

working, which demonstrates that they are continually monitoring the environment. In the first

example, even though Ann sat with her back to Betty, she was aware of her location as she moved

around. This is shown by Ann turning directly to look at Betty even though she was away from her

desk, i.e. without looking around first. Also, Cathy was drawn in to the conversation, aware of the

conversation between Albert and Dora even though she was not actively participating in it, and this

was expected by the colleagues. The sales people pay attention to the location and activities of their

colleagues and expect them to do likewise.

These sales people are thus engaged in more than their own individual activity; at the same time, they

are also engaged in joint work. In this environment, it is easy to seamlessly initiate more engaged

interaction. By monitoring the environment, people can detect opportunities and reasons to interact.

People can often see the problems and solutions that their colleagues deal with. This affords the

general sharing of advice and knowledge.

The following examples illustrates how people adapt their work practices in the collaborative setting

and how the ongoing exchanges allow people to teach each other.
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Example 4. Ann was on the phone with a client. Ann told the client that they can only do two-color

prints and that the graphics the client had sent had three colors. Harriet, who is in charge of their

graphics production and was working at her desk, heard this and said that they can do three colors.

She said this loud enough for Ann to hear it [but probably not loud enough so that the customer

would hear it]. Ann then told the client that she would have to talk to their "printer". She put the

customer on hold, and talked to Harriet about how they could get the material in the right format

from the customer. In the end she put the client through to Harriet who gave the client instructions.

Ann overheard this while working on another task. After Harriet had finished the conversation, Ann

and Harriet briefly went over the situation, making it clear how to deal with future situations.

Example 5. Harriet is in charge of doing graphics work on flyers that are sent to the customer. The

flyers, which are made in Adobe Illustrator (a graphics program), are exported as pdf files and e-

mailed to the customers, allowing them to look at them and request changes. These requests are then

given by the responsible salesperson to the person doing the flyers, who will implement them as this

fits with her other responsibilities. One of the sales persons, Betty, thought it inefficient that she

should have to bother Harriet with minor changes such as spelling changes or changes of times on

the schedule. So she asked Harriet if and how she could make these changes herself. Harriet agreed

to teach Betty how to use the software installed on her computer to make these changes. Thus, she

agreed to a change in the procedures, now allowing an easier and more flexible handling of last

minute changes to the material.

Example five shows the fluent development and adaptation of cooperative work practices. Problems

occur, are detected, and discussed; people collaboratively construct solutions in an ongoing process of

negotiation. In this shared work environment, emergent work practices occur because people know
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each others’ expertise and work, have easy access to each others’ tools, are not overly concerned with

protecting their sphere of work, and have easy and flexible means of interaction.

A final example describes how people develop an implicit understanding of their common work

practices through experience of working while physically collocated. This example occurred at a

small event site.

Example 6. A Halloween event was being set up for a reunion of children that had problems during

their birth. The event involved three people decorating a room to resemble a pumpkin patch, with

cornhusks, hay barrels, etc.  As the people worked, they exchanged some casual conversation

unrelated to their job-at-hand. The people continued setting up the room without discussing where

the different props should be placed, or how the details should be handled.

From viewing the microcamera videotapes, we could observe that people had an implicit

understanding of where the different decorations should be placed, i.e. no one gave directions or

explicitly asked about the setup. The coordinator described in an interview while watching the

videotape of the microcamera, worn by her, how the work practices developed:

"Yeah, this job in particular, we’ve done this job about a good eight or nine years, and it’s usually

Fran, Sara, and myself. They pretty much knew what was going on already, and then the girls

already know that when they unload a truck, they bring everything to the center, kind of where we are

getting setup….no one really asked any questions, like where do you want this to go? They kind of

just followed a pattern…when we laid out the boards and stuff, they know the cornstalks go on the

board. They knew that everything was surrounding. Because we had discussed before we got there
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that everything goes out of the center. So they knew the whole room had to be decorated…They’ve

already set up jobs a lot, so they kind of learn the routine."

All of these examples illustrate how in a physically collocated work environment, an ongoing

awareness among the colleagues allows them to keep updated about the work situation of their

colleagues so as to effectively work together.

4.2 Engagement and availability

As shown, people in the office are in some sense participating in an ongoing interaction, with

changing levels of engagement and intensity. Interaction is established, occurs intermittently, and

changes focus and nature, often quite seamlessly. In the shared office, the means for this are many

and vary in nature. For example, sales persons initiate interaction by: turning their office chairs to

face each other, moving toward each other, visiting each others desks, or moving tables together for

longer periods of collaboration. This is made possible by the shared work environment: people share

the same context which helps them in joining and interrupting conversations without needing to

establish a context.

People signal whether they are available or not to be disturbed, for example, by staring intensely at a

piece of paper or the computer screen. By signaling that they are occupied, they need not react to

remarks that are broadcast within the room. The sales people negotiate whether to interact or not,

usually when one approaches the other stating the nature of the subject. The approached person either

engages, or refuses with an estimate of when it will be possible.

The periods of availability for conversation among the sales people is to some extent governed by the

incoming calls. Clients and subcontractors will call the office to discuss the planned events. In this
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way, parts of the workday are organized around externally determined events: both what type of work

should be done, and when it should be done. Thus, availability for interaction is constrained in the

shared environment. However, a person being engaged in a phone conversation does not prevent co-

workers from following that conversation to stay informed and to offer encouraging chuckles or

grimaces showing appreciation of the concerns of the sales person on the phone.

We return to the notion of availability in section 6 where we will discuss how activities in the office

also address the communication and coordination needs during the periods when people are out of the

office.

Summing up, we have described how knowing about the activities of others in the same work

environment is beneficial in many ways. The more important consequences are that: 1) it enables

interaction to occur at convenient times, 2) it enables people to tailor their own activities to fit the

activities of others (e.g. taking over work tasks or taking over a larger portion of shared work when a

person is busy), and 3) it enables the sharing of experiences and competencies, which are central to

developing efficient work practices and to teaching new employees.

This is not just a simple result of being collocated; long-term interaction and collaboration also play a

role. When the sales people are aware of the activities of each other and the state of the work system

this is a mutual production involving all parties, and not just a result of simple monitoring by one

person. Thus, awareness of the state of the work requires a mutual understanding which is created

over long-term, multifaceted interaction.

4.3 Mobility within a shared environment
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People often move around within this shared work environment. As often noticed in studies of office

environments (e.g. Engestrom and Middleton, 1996), the sales people use their physical environment

to structure their work. Every Monday, the sales people will reconfigure the workspace for an

"operations meeting" where a person from the warehouse also participates. The presence of the

warehouse employee is necessary to ensure consistency between the planned events as they are

recorded by the salesperson and the warehouse. Tables are pushed together in the middle of the room

and people bring their folders with information about events for the coming two weeks with them. By

moving into this arrangement, the start of a series of interactions is signaled and even though there

may be differences between meetings (e.g. the usual leader may not be there, or people may try food

from a new caterer during the meeting) there is a common expectation of how the meeting will

progress.

The placement and portability of information artifacts are also important as people move through the

environment. Important information artifacts are folders with event and client information. These are

central tools for the sales people. Each of the folders contains contact information, a record of past

events, a record of the current status of the planned event, a record of all correspondence with the

client regarding this event, and the proposals and contracts that are being prepared for the event.

Apart from obviously providing an easy overview and access to information about a specific

customer, the folder has various other important uses. Sales persons use it to organize their work. The

folders are placed in stacks corresponding to when they have to be handled (when a customer has to

be contacted) and moving through these stacks serves as a reminder how the work has proceeded and

shows how much work is still to be done for the day. This use of folders (and also phone and

computer) makes it possible for people to assess the work situation of each other from brief glances.
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Figure 3: Physical layout of documents, binders, calendars and communication tools as part of the

work environment. Note the stacks of papers expected to be used during the day placed at the top left

shelf and the piles of documents placed according to function and expected use.

The last thing to be noted about the event folders is their portability. They are used in nearly every

aspect of work. The folder serves as the central information repository for an event at American

Picnic. Not only do sales people move them around their desk as they use them to record events, but

they are brought with the sales persons when they leave the office to meet clients, when they want to

discuss something with a colleague in the office, and when they all gather for weekly operation

meetings, going over the event for the upcoming two weeks.

Artifacts and their positions are “loaded” with information. Co-workers can understand what a person

is doing from her location and the artifacts she is working with. Even if the co-worker is absent from

her desk, a stack of yellow manila folders beside the keyboard and an open folder with contracts in

front of a sales person means that she had been calling customers to proceed with the design of

events. Often when approaching a colleague, a sales person will bring a document with her.
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Sometimes this will be the focus of the conversation and contain information that both will read, or

both will make changes to. On other occasions, the document is hardly used at all. It is enough for the

colleague to briefly glance at the paper to make a guess as to the nature of the activity the approaching

colleague is engaged in. The document serves as a shared reference providing a common context, i.e.

a cue as to what the interaction will be about. One aspect of this is that even though sales people may

use the artifact in radically different ways, it can still be used to set common ground for the

interaction.

With this description of interaction in a shared physical environment as the background, we now turn

our attention to interaction when people are distributed or on the move. The same creation of mutual

understanding is necessary to some degree in technology-mediated interaction, even between people

who do not know each other, and where there exists large degrees of differences among the people,

e.g. in the interaction between a salesperson and customer. It is also necessary when distributed

people interact with a common artifact. In the next section, we examine how this is accomplished in a

setting where the interaction is fully or occasionally technology-mediated.

5. Interaction when people are distributed or moving about

We have described how mobility is found within an environment where colleagues are within sight

and easily accessible. However, the ways in which people interact if one is mobile and at a distance,

is also of central interest for supporting cooperation. It is essential to note that people are doing

different tasks when in and out of the office, and thus their conventions and needs for interaction are

different. Differences in interaction styles or frequency of interaction cannot simply be ascribed to the

available communication methods, but depends on the activities that people are engaged in.
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Whereas the people at American Picnic are mobile and out of the office for many reasons, there are

two situations that account for most of the interactions across distance. One occurs between

warehouse people when one is on the road and the other in the warehouse; the other occurs during

events when a coordinator contacts a person from the warehouse. These are conversations between

co-workers of a routine nature where both parties are familiar with their interaction and have a

relatively good idea of what can be expected from the communication. In both cases, communication

devices such as cell phones and radios are used by the mobile person to ask people at the home base

or other location to seek information for them or do a task.

5.1 Mobility when connected to a home base

A central activity at American Picnic is when warehouse workers bring equipment to the event sites.

Often they will find that they need information, a piece of equipment or supplies when they are on the

road or at a distant location. Using a cell phone, a land line, or a walkie-talkie, they will call their

colleagues in the warehouse. We discovered that their experience of shared work benefits their

interaction in many cases. The following is an example.

5.1.1 Inspection by proxy

A typical conversation between the mobile warehouse workers and those in the warehouse was: "Do

we have any more red wine in the warehouse? Did we order any? If not, let's find out how to get it".

The first part of this interaction could be considered "inspection by proxy". This happens frequently,

and is a simple case of people working together to provide an overview of a distributed field of work.

The interacting partners typically had met in the morning and will meet later in the day. They will

usually have not only a good idea of the general activity in which the other is engaged, but will also

have discussed specifics about the days’ work before the person left. What characterizes these
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"inspection by proxy" interactions is: 1) that both parties usually have a good idea of what the aim is

of the person initiating the interaction, and 2) that the person initiating the interaction usually has a

rather detailed knowledge about the environment of the person being called (e.g. where to look for the

boxes with candied apples or what types of replacement prices could be sent if the big "Bugs Bunny"

contest prices are all gone). Because of her knowledge of the warehouse environment, the mobile

individual would most likely have been able to carry out the task herself had she been at the

warehouse. However, the understanding that the warehouse person has of the mobile person’s

situation enables her to suggest alternative solutions to a problem, e.g. in case of lack of equipment

because of breakdowns or failed deliveries.

5.2 Mobility as perambulation

Before discussing the next instances of technology-mediated communication, it will be necessary to

take a closer look at the job of the event coordinator.

Each event has a person who is in charge: the coordinator. She manages from ten up to forty young

people who work at the event, and she is the contact person for disc jockeys, face painters, clowns,

caricature artists, caterers, etc. She is also the contact point for the clients (usually one or two

persons). During setup and the actual event, the coordinator continuously walks around in the park,

checking that everything is done properly, putting people to work and answering their questions. Most

parks are of a size where it will be impossible to monitor all areas from one place. The parks vary

considerably in size, from the larger ones which are about five acres (approx. 12 hectares or 20.000

m2) fitting several thousand guests to smaller ones fitting a few hundred guests. Rides and food

booths are spread throughout the areas. Usually the issues that the coordinator attends to are of a

nature that requires detailed inspections (e.g. to check if the ice machines work, if the food is
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presented properly, whether the staff at the bounce ride is watchful of the smaller kids). The

coordinator’s movement around the park is partly structured as a "round" making sure that the

coordinator is available everywhere and has an overview of the entire event. It is also partly structured

as attending to problems or places that are likely to need focus. In larger parks a "round" may take an

hour or more, depending on the time spent on various tasks along the way. From the start of set up to

the time when everything is cleaned up, the coordinator will often have been on her feet for nine

hours.

5.2.1 The central node of the network to coordinate mobile persons

The following kind of often-occurring mobile interaction is another example of how shared

knowledge is used to make distributed interaction efficient.

During weekend-events, the leader of the warehouse, Margaret, works in the office to be able to send

out replacements and additional supplies. During events, there is any number of unpredictable

occurrences. Rides may break down, game prizes may not have been sent to the site, keys do not fit

padlocks, or employees do not show up. In all these situations (and many more) the coordinator will

call the office using a cell phone, where Margaret is on duty. Margaret has access to an overview of

the entire situation (e.g. knowing if there are employees who can be moved from a nearby location, or

if a nearby site has an extra supply of ice cream).

However, as the central node of the network, Margaret serves two other functions. She has an

overview of the whole situation, allowing her to deploy resources where they will do the most good

and she can mediate communication between people who can not communicate directly. For instance

because it may be difficult for them to find a common time to speak, or because they are using
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incompatible communication technologies, e.g. one is using a walkie-talkie and the other is using a

cell phone. A sales person will often book five or six events on the weekend. During the events the

sales persons may call the office to check on how the events are doing. This allows the sales persons

to help out where it is needed the most.

The coordinator knows what she can expect from the warehouse (e.g. a replacement, advice,

information about when staff can be expected to arrive etc.) and Margaret knows the concerns of the

coordinator. Margaret has long experience in this position and has talked to coordinators about their

work in other settings. Sales people occasionally work as coordinators, as do the people working in

the warehouse. Margaret has learned about the coordinators’ work by speaking with them at meetings

in the office and in the warehouse. Some of the people working in the office and the warehouse also

work as coordinators, or have worked their way up from being coordinators to working in the office

or the warehouse. This gives the manager of the warehouse additional sources of information about

work styles and preferences of various staff and coordinators. It is this familiarity with the

coordinator’s field of work that allows Margaret in the role of central node to give advice and work

out the right replacements with the coordinator.

There is a group of three parks in one small area. Margaret has asked some of the coordinators

working at these parks to contact each other, rather than contact her when they have problems, such

as borrowing an extra person for help. They started doing this for awhile, as Margaret explained, but

then instead continued to call her. Coordinators have notebooks with them which contain relevant

phone numbers, e.g. of nearby event sites and suppliers. However, despite Margaret’s requests to

coordinators to solve problems on their own, they prefer to call her. Instead they trust the central node

to provide them with the most up-to-date information.
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Margaret, in fact, carries a cell phone and pager so she is always accessible by her colleagues even

when she is not in the office. She keeps the devices on throughout the night, and even takes them with

her on vacations. Margaret’s colleagues depend on being able to contact her anywhere, any time.

We noted how mutual understandings play a central role when communicating between distributed

co-workers. This is central to the efficiency of the setup, i.e. that people at a distance know a good

deal about the situation of the person they are working with. Margaret knows the specific

coordinators from earlier interactions which helps her know how to "read them", even though they are

speaking on a phone. For example, some coordinators are known to "panic" if everything is not

perfect during setup. They are almost expected to call the office and be assured by Margaret that "it'll

work out", whereas other people will usually solve the problems themselves without mentioning it.

The mutual understanding of the work domain helps the efficiency of the problem-solving between

the distributed partners.

5.2.2 Tailoring availability to the situation

Though mobile communication devices are intended to improve accessibility of people when they are

mobile, we find that people prefer to be accessible or not depending on the context. On the one hand,

moving around the large event site is a very efficient way of ensuring that all staff, located at various

booths and rides throughout the park, will have access to the coordinator, and that she is able to keep

a sufficiently updated overview of the field of work. Yet it is not always the case that easy

accessibility by others is desirable for them when they are at work.

One of the greatest problems for the coordinator is when the client is very engaged in the details of

how the event is carried out. Clients often have opinions on low level planning issues, such as where
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specific games should be set up, or where ice cream should be served. The task of the coordinator is

to find a balance between using her experience to get things done in the best way, and pleasing the

customer. The coordinator needs to display a professional attitude of appearing to enjoy the activities

as much as the partying guests, i.e. smiling, being energetic, and positive. The coordinator’s

deliberate inaccessibility at times is valuable as it lets her get things done without having to use too

much time doing things inefficiently or explaining, politely and almost apologetically to the client,

e.g. why large amounts of ice cream should not be placed in the sun with a wasp problem.

The coordinators tailor their availability to the situation at hand. One example is the choice of giving

walkie-talkies to customers depending on the relationship with the specific client. When the walkie-

talkie is not in use, the coordinator has various ways of dealing with availability. If the coordinator

prefers to be undisturbed, one strategy is for the coordinator to move into a designated private staff

area. A problem with this strategy is that the coordinator’s job is to interact with staff throughout the

location. She cannot "hide in the shed" but has to move around and is even highly visible in a brightly

colored uniform. In fact, part of the job of the coordinator is to be available for the customer and to

present a smiling and competent personality. It should be noted that the coordinators in general do not

see the interaction with the customer as problematic. People in general are happy (it is, after all, a

party) and the coordinators take pride in doing a good job, which is based on listening to, and shaping

the event according to the wishes of the client. The need for less interaction with the client arises only

if the client tries to "micro-manage" the event and also during unusually busy periods.

5.3 Independent mobility: sales people out of the office

This last section discussed three examples of mostly distributed interaction when people are on the

move. Another form of mobility that we observed is when people are out of the office and self-
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sufficient in terms of their tools and information sources. Though the sales people are often out of the

office, they very rarely interact with colleagues in the office while they are on the road. This is a result

of a large amount of tools and practices used in the shared physical environment so that people in the

office need not access the sales people. We discuss these practices in the next section.

6. Arrangements in the shared physical environment that support mobility

At American Picnic, people adapt their behavior and environment to plan for impending mobility, and

to accommodate current absences of colleagues. In this section, we will discuss how several kinds of

arrangements make it possible for people to continue their work even when their co-workers that they

collaborate with are mobile and out of the office.

6.1 Shared information and mobile artifacts

As a consequence of the frequent visits to client sites (usually to meet with the organizers) and to

parks (to show them to clients or to work at weekday-events), a sales person will be out of the office

on an average of two to three hours a day. Often a sales person will not be in the office for half a day

or more. Thus, it is quite often that sales people are not available for interaction in the shared office

space.

The sales persons at the home office arrange their work so that the mobility of their colleagues does

not interfere with the flow of their collaborative work. One method they employ is to have

information available even when the "owner" of the information is not there. People use (somewhat)

similar ways of organizing folders and know how their colleagues prefer to organize their work place,

making information easy to find. Electronic documents are stored in a commonly accessible file

structure. Two copies of files on events are kept, one in a master file at the secretaries’ desk and one
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at the desk of the responsible salesperson. Other sales persons may consult these files if a time-critical

problem occurs.

The sales people let the sales person who is responsible for the event deal with all matters related to

that event. When direct communication is not possible, it is partly dealt with by leaving information

in the work space of the absent person or leaving it in the shared work space. For instance, notes with

phone messages (e.g. from customers who do not wish to use voice mail) and revisions to be made to

a flyer are left for the sales people on their keyboard, on their desk, or in dedicated inboxes. Notes are

also used between the sales persons and the people working in the warehouse. The people in the

warehouse tape versions of the contracts for the events of the week to a part of the shelf system

allowing an easy overview of the forthcoming events, including notes with details on what should be

packed in the trucks and several other parts of information of special interest to the warehouse. Figure

4 shows a few contracts hanging (bottom row) and directly above, a table that summarizes the

location of larger pieces of equipment. This system is used for several tasks; the important function is

that it tells people what should be brought to specific locations at specific times - and thus what

should be loaded on which truck, and when.

In case of last minute changes (which are common due to the customers changing their minds), the

sales persons engage in short distance mobility (see section 3), to bring written changes to the

warehouse people with comments. However, if the warehouse is empty, the sales person will simply

attach the notes at the bottom of the contract. There are several reasons for walking over to the

warehouse: the salesperson can be sure that the warehouse people noticed the change, they can get

feedback on the request, and it is part of maintaining a friendly relationship among the colleagues.
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In the above examples, the interaction can often wait a day or more without significant reduction of

quality experienced by the customer. In cases where immediate access to information or interaction is

needed, it is usually possible to provide for this. However an example where the timeliness of

information was problematic is found in the sharing of "the event report".

Figure 4: Photo of the shelf system.  The "contracts" for the week are taped to the shelf sorted after

date and event type. During the summer months 20 or more "contracts" are active each week.

A mobile artifact is the "event report" that the coordinators fill out during and after the event. This

contains an overall evaluation of the event, remarks on the staff and subcontractors, and specific

comments on the customers’ experience of the event and possible problems. This is a central piece of

communication between the sales person that sold the event and the coordinator, both of who are

generally at a distant from each other. The "event report" is typically left at the event location with the

equipment that goes back to the warehouse, and it will be picked up during the first days of the week:

two or three days after a weekend event. Here a problem may occur. The sales persons will contact or

be contacted by the client on one of the first work days of the week following the event, where they
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will talk about the event. During this conversation the sales person will try to book an event for the

following year. It is very important for the sales persons to be prepared for this: to know what went

well, if there were any problems at the event, and to be able to construct explanations about these, and

in other ways tailor the conversation. One part of this is simply that the sales person will not want to

be informed about serious problems by an angry customer. Another part is that it is important that she

knows the other side of the story, as would be explained by the coordinator, to be able to evaluate

whether price deductions would be appropriate. In most cases the "event report" will have arrived

when the customer calls. Yet sometimes the arrangement for information sharing fails: the mobile

artifact with the event evaluation does not reach the sales person before she speaks with the customer.

6.2 Coordinative artifacts within a shared environment

Information sharing and coordination of resource allocation (e.g. parks, decorations, rides,

entertainers) among the sales people is supported by a system of information artifacts available in the

office and warehouse. Artifacts especially serve coordination purposes when people are mobile. Two

of these artifacts that we will discuss are the shared "booking calendar" and the "load list".

In the office a shared booking calendar allows an easy overview of the event schedule. Calendars with

booking dates for the event locations and for the carnival rides are kept in a common place allowing

easy coordination of shared resources, even when sales people cannot engage in direct

communication (e.g. because they are on the phone or out of the office). The calendar lists possible

dates and locations and allows the sales person to find available dates and make bookings visible to

her colleagues. When people return to the office, the booking calendar serves as a record of the event

information that has changed since they left.
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This artifact allow an easy overview of the event, combining information stemming from many

information sources. It heavily reduces the time spent with consulting other sales persons and ensures

that information will be available instantly (e.g. one will not need to wait until the other salesperson is

off the phone to consult her).

The load list is a coordinative artifact used by the warehouse workers. It is a list of all equipment and

supplies that are loaded on the truck from the warehouse for the event. It allows people who move

equipment onto a truck to have a shared representation of what is needed and what has already been

loaded.  Figure 5 is a photo of a load list and figure 6 is a description of what a load list typically

contains.

Figure 5: The "load list".  Items are added by hand, loaded items are crossed out and important

features are highlighted. The "load list" contains information about the customer, the event date and

location and a list of all the activities that require equipment to be brought out (e.g. haiwaian luau

theme, popcorn, softball, face painter). The board makes it easy to write on and less prone to blow

away or be misplaced.
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[date] [sales person]

[client contact] [estimated number of guests]

[client info] [coordinator]

[contract text]

[date]

[time]

[location]

[theme]

Novelty foods:

Popcorn seeds, salt, bags

Sno Cones B

Miscellaneous:

1 spin art paint, cards

Rides:

Ferris Wheel

Slide

Climbing wall

Menu:

Hot dogs

Burgers

Fruit salad

Figure 6 : The figure is a description of the contents of a "load list". Square brackets are generic

descriptions. Italics are handwritten additions to the printed contract. The sales person, the estimated

guest-count, the name of the coordinator has been added. Some of the items have added comments,

either elaboration of their consituencies (e.g. seeds, salt and bags go with the popcorn machine) or

other comments (e.g. the "B" next to Sno Cones means that the customer will bring these). Usually a

load list will be considerably more extensive than this diagram.
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Most often between three and five people work together on loading a truck, but there may be as many

as seven or eight persons. Often the people in the warehouse are engaged in several activities at the

same time, or the activities intermesh. This results in a situation where usually no single person has a

full overview of what is in a truck at a given moment. To deal with this, the load list is placed on the

lift gate of the truck. People cross items out as they add them, allowing people to leave the work to

engage in another activity without having to pass their knowledge on verbally to another person.

People can also take over the work of loading the truck independently of who previously had worked

on loading the truck.

Thus, the shared artifacts allow people to manage interdependencies when people are mobile within a

shared environment. The artifacts provide a record of the work and interaction so that when people

have left the environment for a period of time, they can seamlessly return to continue the work

without extensive explanations from their colleagues about the state of equipment on the truck.

6.3 Making absence visible within the shared environment

We discuss here how the arrangements in the office also address the periods when people are out of

the office.

One such arrangement for dealing with people’s absence due to their mobility is when people make

their impending “unavailability” known to others. For instance, people ensure that the secretary (and

sometimes others) knows the particulars about their absence: where they are going (e.g. lunch,

dentist, with customers in the wild rivers park) and when they expect to be back. Usually people

mention that they will be going well before they actually plan to leave. This early announcement often

leads to a hectic fifteen minutes before they actually get out of the office, because co-workers are

aware that this is their chance for face-to-face communication. The sales people have started a
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tradition of leaving notes, taped to the side of filing cabinets, telling of their plans for the day (e.g.

stating that they will be at a meeting for a certain part of the day). This means that anyone looking at

the place where the person would normally be sitting will see it. It also means that first thing in the

morning, people can get an overview of who will not be in the office during the day. These

arrangements are actively re-constructed. For instance, a relatively new employee, was repeatedly told

by others that she had to remember to announce her impending absence.

Thus, in the physically collocated environment, people not only can see who is present and absent in

the office, but they have an overview of everyone’s mobility during the day. From the notes taped on

the cabinets, and from overhearing the public conversation announcing their impending departure,

everyone in the face-to-face environment knows when to expect people to be in and out over the

course of the entire day. The physically collocated setting thus provides valuable information about

everyone’s planned mobility.

Similarly, people make information visible about the availability of people who are mobile outside of

the office. The secretary usually takes the incoming calls and will call out (through a speaker system

or with raised voice) "Ann, John Doe from Flower Technologies is on line 4". Most often this simply

leads to the sales person finding the relevant files and then answering the call. However if the person

calling is wanted by another sales person (e.g. a caterer or sales person) they will announce that they

want to talk to that person next.  One of the owners of the company acts as the manager and is often

consulted about non-trivial problems. When he calls someone in the office he will frequently have

this person or the secretary ask out loud "Does anyone need John?". This will often lead to additional

conversations. This easy grasp of others’ availability is enabled by the physical layout of the

workplace.
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People put the extra work into arranging face-to-face interaction so as to prevent more effort in

interaction later when people are mobile. First, there are areas without cell phone coverage, so people

cannot be sure whether the person may in fact be available later when they need them. Second, when

people are mobile, documents cannot be shared. Third, people may find face-to-face interaction more

satisfying. It is worth noting that issues are usually not very time critical. Most interaction can wait a

day without leading to serious negative consequences, and much of the work leading to interaction in

the office could (as single instances, and not the overall result of many interactions) be dealt with by a

work-around.

6.4 Where arrangements fail: lacking tacit knowledge in mobility at a distance

Though shared written information and artifacts help coordinate work when people are mobile within

a shared environment, or for short distances, they fail in many respects to support vital aspects of

work between the coordinators and warehouse people when both are at a distance. As we described

earlier in section 2, in shared working environments, people gain mutual knowledge about their work,

much of which is implicit. However, when people across distance collaborate and lack the

experiences of a shared work environment, interaction is hindered. Without much prior shared

experience of working in the same environment, implicit knowledge is not transferred among people

when they are at different sites.

An example that we use to illustrate this is the implicit knowledge that the coordinators have

concerning certain supplies that they need at an event site. The written contract states the equipment

and supplies that are brought on the truck to the event sites. The supplies are loaded on the truck

according to the list that appears on the contract. For example, in the beverages section, it will state

Pepsi, lemonade, peach tea, etc. However, from their experience of coordinating activities at the event
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site, the coordinators possess the implicit knowledge that to make tea at the event site, they need a

spoon, a hose to connect, coolers to put the tea in, and an ice trough to put the ice in. This knowledge

is not written down nor is it taught explicitly; the coordinators develop this knowledge from

experience. The problem arises because the warehouse workers at the home site do not possess this

same level of knowledge concerning certain supplies, such as beverages. What complicates the work

is that the supplies change for every event. It is also important to note that for other types of

equipment, the warehouse people have more knowledge about the items than the coordinators.

Consequently, there is a great deal of implicit knowledge that does not get transferred across distance.

The owner developed a system where a more detailed list specifies many of the items that go along

with the basic supplies written on the contract. But as one coordinator describes, this system is still

imperfect. The contract and the list are on two separate papers, and warehouse people also make

errors and forget to load specific items that the coordinators need.  As a warehouse person describes,

...Like sometimes we don’t remember, because like for pretzels we need to send tongs, and wax paper,

and sometimes you go off memory and then you try to remember what you need, and then you bring

something….and then you’ll forget to get the wax paper, and then they’ll send you to go get

something else ….”

Second, this list is not as comprehensive as the detailed knowledge of either party: the warehouse

people or coordinator. The list fails to capture all of the necessary items, and some items are

forgotten. Thus, shared artifacts can help coordinate actions among people in some situations, but in

others, they may fail to close the gap of discrepant knowledge of the two groups who collaborate at a

distance.
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7. Discussion and Implications

The experiences from the study of American Picnic allow us to consider more carefully the concept of

mobility in a workplace. In summary, we found that various forms of mobility exist, involving

different kinds of interactions, notions of availability, and role of coordinative artifacts. Second, we

found that people do extra work to make mobile collaboration work. These efforts involve drawing

from common work experiences to aid communication, and making impending absences and

availability known. Thus, in some forms of mobility, people benefit from their prior collocated

interaction.

7.1 Availability in collocation and mobile settings

Mobility impacts the work environment in American Picnic in many ways. People are mobile to deal

with a distributed field of work. But mobility has many other functions. It allows or requires people to

be accessible for some, and at a distance from other people, resources and tools. In a shared

environment, mobility allows people to signal their activities, intentions, approachability etc. and thus

allows people to get an overview of the state of the work of their colleagues.

Mobility also provides opportunities for communication and contact with different areas of a work

setting. Signaling and providing opportunities for communication may occur as a byproduct of

moving for other reasons. Thus, signaling others can occur naturally through mobility simply by

making oneself physically accessible without imposing additional constraints.

On the other hand, detecting and negotiating availability with particular individuals when people are

mobile involves more explicit and intentional actions. For example, a coordinator describes that when

she is at a large event site, she needs to take certain actions to find her assistants and make herself

available to them. At the event site, she climbs on the stage to get an overview of the whole park. She
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whistles to signal her two assistants who are used to her whistles. Though everyone looks at her on

the stage, she points to indicate which person she needs to access.

When a person tries to contact another who is remote, technological means are used to signal

availability. If a cell phone or pager is turned off, it could mean that the owner prefers not to be

available, though it is ambiguous for the caller: a person may be out of cell phone reception range, or

may not have their phone with them. There is a lot of opportunity for research in developing mobile

tools that can allow people to more effortlessly detect and negotiate availability during mobile and

distributed interaction. Tools such as Instant Messaging allow users to observe whether others across

distance are available for chat (or phone). Yet there is still much work to be done to extend the range

of signals that can be communicated across distance to enable people to engage in more naturalistic

and seamless interaction.

7.2 Mobility and unavailability

With mobility, there is a higher likelihood that certain people, information, and work tools are, at

times, inaccessible. However, the activity of moving may have valuable unplanned byproducts as

well. For instance, mobility can enable communication with people and a view of the state of the

workplace enroute. In American Picnic casual conversations are quite common and valuable.

Mobility is responsible for a great deal of informal communication in the organization. People

address someone that they pass on their way to meet someone else, or to get an artifact. This type of

informal communication is continuously occurring and makes up a large percentage of the

information transfer and negotiation in the organization. Researchers have investigated how to

support these "opportunistic meetings" when they occur and how to "make them occur" (Bergqvist et

al., 1999). In their normal traffic flow within the office, or between the office and warehouse, people
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are very likely to meet each other during the day--unless one person is away from the office. Mobility

in this sense is not what keeps people apart or make them inaccessible; it is what gives them the

opportunity to meet.

Mobility does not necessarily result in problems with lack of accessibility. In fact, as we described in

the case of the coordinator, accessibility to others can be tailored according to the situation. In this

sense, "mobility" and "distributed interaction" are different. Also, it has been noted that availability

for interaction is not needed or even desirable at all times. The strategies used by the coordinators to

tailor their availability are worth considering in relation to how to construct (mobile) communication

devices. Features in mobile communication devices that allows the user to tailor their accessibility

according to the activity they are engaged in and the people that may wish to initiate an interaction is

an issue that emerged from our study. Some exploratory work has already been conducted in this

direction with the ConNexus prototype, investigating support for different use contexts with handheld

devices (Tang et al., 1991).

7.3 Utilizing experiences from shared environments to guide distributed interaction

In shared physical environments there are plenty of opportunities for co-workers to create and adapt

conventions, as interaction is ongoing, flexible and multi-modal. In this study, we found that

interactions between distributed parties are often based on knowledge and mutual understandings

stemming from experiences when people were physically collocated. That is, conventions and mutual

understandings that exist in distributed settings may (partly) originate in situations when people are

face-to-face. Even when people never meet physically, they may still have other sources of

knowledge to understand the current work-at-hand. This mutual understanding, established through

collocated work, serves to make distributed interaction efficient. In fact, this type of knowledge is
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seen to be of central importance in some cases. For instance, in our study site, interaction between

distributed parties is often short and directed very specifically to the solution to a particular problem

or to the transfer of information. Because of a previously established shared context (e.g. from a

common work environment), in distributed interaction, one party can act as a ”proxy” for the other

party, inspecting or checking the equipment at a distance.

An example of technology-mediated interaction where only general conventions are found is when a

customer calls the office for the first time to inquire about the events of American Picnic. Here the

sales person tries to make the client understand the typical flow of designing and running an event,

while at the same time making sure that the customer is pleased with the product and process. How

this type of interaction is ordered is clearly important for the design of technologies supporting

interaction between distributed parties. What has been described here is how settings where people at

times share a physical environment or have experiences with the same work may differ from this

situation and how some types of activities significantly benefit from this.

7.4 Mobile devices and implicit knowledge

We have described how when people work in physically collocated settings, or when at least one

party understands the work of the distant partner, then implicit knowledge can transfer across a

distance. An example that we described is when the person who acts as the central node of the

network understands the work of the coordinator, and when the coordinator, who has worked in the

warehouse, understands the warehouse environment. This helps the coordinator perform “inspection

by proxy”, i.e. to help guide the distant partner to find things in the warehouse.

However, collaboration also occurs between people who lack much of the common knowledge of

work practices, such as the warehouse people who are not familiar with the fine nuanced details of the
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event setup. In this case, the collaborating partners rely on a shared artifact, i.e. the contract, to

coordinate the supplies to be brought out. Yet this artifact does not convey the implicit knowledge of

all the items associated with a main supply item.

Different types of mobility has consequently distinct requirements for technology support. In mobile

settings where people do not share a common history of working together, implicit knowledge does

not transfer well across distance. The design of mobile technologies needs to pursue research in

understanding ways that implicit knowledge can be contained in electronic artifacts. This implicit

knowledge must be in a form that is understandable to different people according to their work

activities. For example, the coordinator’s shorthand notation of the supply “ice trough” may need a

more specific description of  “10-gallon ice container with block ice and hammer” for the warehouse

worker. Providing the capability of writing annotations on a mobile device are one way of enabling

this implicit knowledge to be transferred, but a translation mechanism is needed as well, such as what

Simone et al., (1999) propose. With such a mobile translation device, the annotation “ice trough” may

appear to the coordinator, but when the warehouse work accesses the electronic supply list, a more

detailed annotation could appear, tailored to their knowledge of the supply item.

7.5 Blending mobile and office settings

In addition to providing a setting for the construction of mutual understandings, the shared physical

environment in many other ways supports the distributed and mobile work. We found that activity in

the shared physical environment of the office is organized with distributed activities in mind. Tasks

are organized according to the features of available communicative resources at different times.

Thus, occasional mobility was seen to influence many parts of the setup of the workplace in this

study. People tailor their activities to make the state of their availability known to everyone in the
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office. People apply different techniques for informing others of their availability (e.g. broadcasting

when distributed office members are on the phone calling in, announcing when and where people are

heading when leaving the office, posting public notes in the shared workplace). Who is out of the

office and who is available is evident at a glance throughout the workplace. These types of activities,

i.e. informing others about who is mobile and available, is part of the work in this collocated setting,

and is expected; these activities are integrated into people’s other work in this environment. The ways

in which people inform others about their upcoming future availability are often based on the same

procedures and artifacts that are used to get work done in and out of the office.

Artifacts of various kinds play a central role in mobility, partly as supporting the coordinative

practices allowing interaction among mobile co-workers, and partly as supporting people bringing

their information and work tools with them. The use of the load list as a tool that easily shifts hands

and lends itself to group use suggests that it may be useful for designers to invest more effort in

designing “Personal” Digital Assistants that are tailored towards multiple users.

Sales people move documents as they arrange their work at their desk, as they move around in the

office, and as they bring them to meetings with clients in the parks. Thus, the same tools and

information may well be used in static office environments and on the road. This suggests that

portable devices should be designed to be part of, or compatible with, the way in which work is

carried out when people are not mobile. Mobile technology should thus be considered a part of

arrangements meeting the demands of mobile work as well as work in the office. With this in mind,

technologies supporting mobility are currently limited. They should be designed with flexibility in

mind so that they can be used for work at one’s “home” site, as well as when the user is mobile or

away from the office. The physical environment is used as an organization and coordination tool for
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individual as well as cooperative use and the creation, maintenance and use of the conventions for use

in this environment is an ongoing accomplishment. When considering how to provide support for

mobile work, it will be important not just to think about situations of "out of office use" but also to

think about how this must match "in the office" practices.

7.6 Conclusions

This study has made several contributions to the understanding of mobility in the workplace. First, we

have described that mobility in collaboration exists in many different forms—more than what

previous mobility studies have focused on. Second, we discovered how people utilize specific

information, i.e. their shared knowledge acquired from their collocated work, to help govern their

interaction when they are distributed. People perform additional work when they are physically

collocated in order to make interaction in mobile and distributed settings work. This includes extra

work to prepare for mobility, and extra work to maintain common ground during interaction while

distributed. Thus, people draw on knowledge from relationships and conventions that are established

when they are physically collocated to help make sense of their distributed interaction. Third, we also

discovered how shared physical environments are configured to support work when some people are

mobile and out of the office. Our results indicate that mobility has far more aspects to it than those

that are addressed by current support from portable communication and data-processing capabilities.

We have discussed the complexities and subtleties involved in both collocated and mobile

interaction. How mobile technologies can provide relevant information supporting such complex

interaction while people are on the move is a large research challenge.
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